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INTERNATIONAL

Unthinkable Now Thinkable: A New World
Division
The impact of the Russian invasion and Western sanctions in response is creating a fresh geopolitical
segregation, with potentially far-reaching consequences
By Danielle Ecuyer
The 1989 fall of the Berlin Wall was one of the most seminal moments in history.
How many of us, of a certain age, up until that point had feasted on a diet of Cold War John Le Carre fiction
such as Tinker, Tailor, Soldier, Spy, one step away from the reality of real fear generated post WWII from the
US/Soviet Cold War?
We could all breathe again as the anxiety of nuclear warfare faded into annals of history. The prospect of
open markets and tourism behind the once iron curtain was now possible and globalisation thrived.
When I worked at Baring Securities (emerging markets specialists) in the 1990’s, amidst the 300-person trading
room floor in London, there was a team dedicated to the BRIC countries of Brazil, Russia, India, and China.
These were the growth emerging markets that bankers, index providers and global fund managers sought to
profit from the possible wealth generation of opening economies and financial markets.
“When the facts change, I change my mind, what do you do (sir)?”, John Maynard Keynes once upon a time
declared.

A New Axis Of Autocracy
February 24, 2022, the world changed again, point out a battery of experts, including Jonathan Pain,
macro-economic commentator, and author of The Pain Report.
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At the March 2022 Australian Investors Association national conference, Pain outlined his view of a ‘new axis of
autocracy’ that would shape and define decades to come.
The Russian invasion of Ukraine is a “new geo-political reality” with far reaching consequences for the world,
Australia, and financial markets, Pain declared.
Some experts have noted the profundity of this event as a shifting of the global and economic tectonic plates.
Simon Hunt Strategic Services describes Ukraine as “the battleground for how the future of the world will
evolve”.
To appreciate the magnitude of the event, one need look no further than the global reaction to Russia’s
invasion as the starting point as to how the battle lines are being drawn.
A First With Impact
Let’s start with the United States.
America, in collaboration with the European Union and the UK, sanctioned not only some of Russia’s banks,
through the SWIFT payments system, but also the country’s Central Bank.
With the very real threat of nuclear retaliation if the US or NATO entered the war, the US instead turned to its
financial might rather than military force to strangle the Russian economy and the country’s ability to trade.
Make no mistake about the enormity of this decision to weaponise the US dollar.
With one decision the United States rendered 60% of Russia’s central bank reserves, or US$600bn, as redundant.
This meant Russia lost the ability to use part of their reserves instrumental to a fully functioning economic
financial system, in the same way as if our own cash in our bank accounts was frozen.
The sanctions from the western allies were not unexpected. Bloomberg reports Russia had been de-dollarising
their reserves for the last five years, selling US Treasuries (as much as US$175bn according to Jonathan Pain)
and buying gold instead.
What was a surprise was the all-out sanctioning of the Russian central bank, thereby creating a precedent for
other autocratic nations to take note of.
Unintended Consequences
Every nation state opposed to the western rule of law will now have to consider where they invest and how
they hold their reserves.
Here we have a major geopolitical problem that served up a financial response. We could argue the rights or
wrongs about the western allied response, but one takeaway from this action that is without debate is the
unintended consequences of escalating an emerging trend that had already been in chain.
That trend is the gradual but steady building of a Euro-Asian alliance of autocratic states that “share the same
world view and challenge the western liberal democratic order” as described by Jonathan Pain.
The two main protagonists are Russia and China, who have been steadily putting in place the building blocks to
diversify away from the hegemony of the US dollar and its financial control on their economies, trading, and
financial systems.
Organisations such as the Shanghai Cooperative Organisation (SCO), founded in 2002 and the Eurasian
Economic Union (EAEU), 2015, are developing a “New Stage of Monetary, Financial and Economic Cooperation
between the EAEU and the PRC [China]; Global Transformation, Challenges and Solutions’’, highlights Simon
Hunt.
The Eurasian Group Currency is evolving and although the members to date are small, the scope to develop an
alternative currency which could embrace more commodity trading nations is now on the table.
This has many experts querying whether we are witnessing the decay of US dollar hegemony.
The nations to date include China, Kazakhstan, Russia, Tajikistan, Uzbekistan, and Kyrgyzstan.
Other countries such as Brazil, India as well as African and Middle East states with an antithetical US stance
may well be keen to be part of the evolving alternative currency regime.
US Dollar Losing Its Mojo?
The decline of US dollar hegemony won’t be inevitable, says Simon Hunt.
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Goldman Sachs concurs with the view that the change in FX markets and the dominance of the US dollar will
not change overnight, but the tightening of geopolitical financial sanctions may act to accelerate the
probability of “official de-dollarisation efforts”, which in turn may affect the valuation of the US dollar over
time.
The work of economist Barry Eichengreen and IMF economists published in a report ‘The Stealth Erosion of
Dollar Dominance’ noted that a decline in US dollar foreign exchange reserves saw a 25% move into the yuan
and the remaining 75% into Australian and Canadian dollars and the Korean won.
The IMF has calculated that the percentage share of US dollar global reserves has declined from 70% in 1998 to
60% at the end of 2021.
The euro remains the second largest currency reserve, alternatives have increased from 2% to 7%, and
although China’s renminbi has grown from 1% in 2016, the percentage of total reserves remains low at 3%.
Martin Wolf at the Financial Times observed in his piece ‘A new world of currency disorder looms’ there are
several reasons why the US dollar reserve currency status will not be challenged immediately.
But a paper delivered by the Hoover Institute as cited by Mr Wolf highlights that China’s development of an
alternative payment system to SWIFT, and the digital yuan (e-CNY), opens up the ability for countries to trade
with China outside of the western payment systems and currencies.
Our World Is Changing
On balance, the war in Ukraine is a conflict that will potentially re-shape the future of not only geopolitics but
our financial and economic systems.
Whether the audacity of the US and western allies to sanction a central bank will accelerate and further erode
the power of the United States, and the dominance of the US dollar and globalisation in general, remains to be
seen.
However, as investors we should all accept our world changed, for better or worse, on February 24, 2022.
As Martin Wolf wrote post the invasion “the West must reinforce its defences, on all fronts — military, energy,
cyber and economic”.
Wolf is not alone in his views. Jonathan Pain and Simon Hunt echo the chorus that the Ukraine invasion is
much, much more than just boots and tanks on the ground.
The world is now locked in an ideological battleground of what has existed for the last fifty years and how the
autocrats in today’s world are ready to take back what they felt had been lost.
The Ukraine chapter is not finished, but China will be closely watching as the reunification of Taiwan remains
firmly in Xi Jinping’s commitments.
Danielle Ecuyer has been involved in share investing in Australia and Internationally for over three decades,
both professionally and personally and is the author of ‘Shareplicity. A simple approach to investing’ and
‘Shareplicity 2. A guide to investing in US stock markets’.
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
FNArena is proud about its track record and past achievements: Ten Years On
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AUSTRALIA

March In Review: War Puts ASX On Pedestal
Gains in the resources, banking and technology sectors contributed to a 6.9% total return for the ASX200 in
March, as Australia continued to outperform global equity markets.
-The ASX200 gained 6.9% (total return) during March
-Value continued to outperform Growth
-Strong gains for resources and banks
-The CRB Commodity Index rose by 9.7%
-Australian 10-year bond yields climbed by 69 basis points to 2.83%
Mark Woodruff
The ASX200 closed out March with a total gain of 6.9% (including dividends) and continued to outperform global
indices.
For the year-to-date, the total gain for the ASX200 has been 2.2%, and at the end of March the index was
within -2% of its August 2021 all-time high. Meanwhile, the S&P500 in the US has lost -4.6% so far in 2022.
The March performance of the ASX200 also exceeded the S&P500, which gained 3.7%. Developing Markets
closed up 2.2% (in US dollar terms), reversing year-to-date trends, while the MSCI China index lost -7.7% and
Emerging Markets overall lost -2%.
Since Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, investors have rotated to markets with both a high commodity exposure and
strong governance, points out Macquarie. Thus, Australian equities may be benefiting at the expense of
markets with higher geopolitical risk, such as China, and/or net importers of commodities, like Europe.
In Australia, Value outperformed Growth by 3 percentage points (ppt) in March and 15.7ppt in the first
quarter of the year. Macquarie attributes this outperformance to strong gains in Resources and Banks, while
a rise in bond yields and a stronger Australian dollar were likely headwinds for your typical Growth stocks.
In looking forward, the broker feels current conservatism in 2023 forecasts for Resources will sustain an
earnings upgrade cycle, and points out global investors are more likely to focus upon large-cap names.
Overall, large-caps were preferred in March over small and mid-cap alternatives. Morgan Stanley notes small
caps have a greater exposure to Real Estate and Discretionary, relative to large caps.
Meanwhile, Resources outperformed Industrials across all size-biased indices. Ongoing strength for Resources
and Banks accounted for close to two-thirds of the overall monthly return. Nevertheless, Technology,
recovering from heavy sell-offs earlier in the quarter, was the best performing sector (up 13.2%), followed by
Energy (9.8%) and Utilities which gained 7.6%.
Macquarie highlights strong returns from the Technology sector have less impact on the overall market return
as the sector accounts for less than 4% of the ASX200 index compared to 28% for the S&P500.
The Real Estate sector still managed a gain of 1.5%, despite being the worst performing sector in March due to
a rise in bond yields. In Australia the10-year bond yield climbed by 69bpts to 2.83% while the US 10-year
treasury yield rose by 49bpts to 2.32%.
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Best and worst shares across indices
Within the ASX50, shares with the highest returns included Block Inc ((SQ2)) with 19.3%, Computershare
((CPU)) 14%, Fortescue Metals Group ((FMG)) 13.8%, Commonwealth Bank of Australia ((CBA)) 13.2%, Seek
((SEK)) 12.7% and Woodside Petroleum ((WPL)) with a return of 12.5%.
Underperformers within the ASX50 were James Hardie Industries ((JHX)) which lost -9.1%, Insurance Australia
Group ((IAG)) -4.8%, Mirvac Group ((MGR)) -3.95%, Amcor ((AMC)) -3.5%, ResMed ((RMD)) -2.9% and Aristocrat
Leisure ((ALL)) which lost -1.5%.
For the Mid-Cap50 the highest return was achieved by IGO Ltd ((IGO)) with 29.1%, then came Allkem ((AKE))
26%, Incitec Pivot ((IPL)) 22.7%, IDP Education ((IEL)) 20.8%, Pilbara Minerals ((PLS)) 18.1% and WiseTech Global
with a return of 17.3%.
On the flipside, Magellan Financial Group ((MFG)) lost -13.4%, Fisher & Paykel Healthcare ((FPH)) -12.5%
(following a profit warning), Virgin Money ((VUK)) -9.4%, Reliance Worldwide ((RWC)) -6.2%, a2 Milk Company
((A2M)) -5.3% and Star Entertainment Group which lost -3% on further regulatory scrutiny (including damning
revelations).
The Small Ordinaries Accumulation Index rose by 5.5% in March, underperforming the ASX100 by -1.9ppt.
Within the index, the Small Industrial Index rose 3% though underperformed the ASX100 Industrials Index by
-3.1ppt. Meanwhile, the Small Resources Index jumped by 12.7%, outperforming the ASX100 Resources Index
by 2.8ppt.
The best performing sectors were Energy which gained 12.1%, Materials 10.8% and Telecommunication Services
which gained 8.4%. The worst performing sector was Financials which lost -0.6%, Consumer Discretionary
gained 0.7% and Consumer Staples which also gained 0.9%.
Outperformers included AVZ Minerals ((AVZ)) which gained 56.3%, Uniti Group ((UWL) 41%, Liontown Resources
((LTR)) 31%, Whitehaven coal ((WHC)) 29.3%, Calix ((CXL)) 26%, EML Payments ((EML)) 24.9%, Nearmap ((NEA))
24% and Novonix ((NVX)) gained 23.3% .
Underperformers included Zip Co ((Z1P)) which lost -32.8%, Fineos Corp ((FCL)) -25%, SiteMinder ((SDR)) -24%,
Nickel Mines ((NIC)) -17%, Telix Pharmaceuticals ((TLX)) -15.4%, Sandfire Resources ((SFR)) -14.8%, City Chic
Collective ((CCX)) -13% and United Malt Group ((UMG)) which lost -10.8%.
Australian banks
The 9.3% average total shareholder return of the major banks was better than the 6.9% total return for the
ASX200 in March.
Commonwealth Bank of Australia and National Australia Bank ((NAB)) returned 13.2% and 11.8% while ANZ Bank
((ANZ)) and Westpac Bank ((WBC)) had a total return of 6.1% and 6.3%, respectively.
Among the regional banks, Bendigo & Adelaide Bank ((BEN)) and Bank of Queensland ((BOQ)) also
outperformed, with returns of 10.2% and 8.5%.
The performance of banks for the March quarter compares very favourably with the 2.2% total gain for the
ASX200. Over this period, Bendigo & Adelaide Bank returned 16.4%, Westpac Bank 13.5%, National Australia
Bank 12.2%, Bank Of Queensland 7.3%, Commonwealth Bank 6.6%, while laggard ANZ Bank returned only a
measly 0.3%.
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measly 0.3%.
Morgan Stanley believes valuations for the banks still remain supportive given the improving margin outlook,
dividends are growing and buybacks should continue. Additionally, loan growth is reasonable and credit quality
is expected to prove resilient.
Australian financials ex-banks
Despite 14% and 13% returns for Computershare and Macquarie Group ((MQG), the Australian Financials
Ex-Banks sector mostly lagged the ASX200.
Underperformers included Magellan Financial Group which lost -12% due to continued large fund outflows and a
-5% return for Insurance Australia Group ((IAG)) on higher costs for catastrophe insurance.
Technology sector
Despite losing -16% in the year-to-date, the Australian All Technology Index gained 9% in March and appears to
have found a bottom, according to Ord Minnett. It’s felt the market has had time to incorporate fears around
geopolitical risk, supply chain disruption and rising interest rates.
The broker notes the relative outperformance of the software-as-a-service and cloud-linked stocks under its
research coverage, and attributes this to more durable business models and higher potential growth rates.
Volatility during March remained high, notes Ord Minnett, with more than half of the trading days for the
month experiencing moves of 2% or more for the All Technology Index.
REITs
Given the Australian 10-year bond yield rose to levels last seen in May 2018, Credit Suisse points out REITs
proved relatively resilient in gaining 1.9% during March.
The broker, while not having a simple all-in-one answer, attributes the resilience to fairly predictable earnings
and in some cases an expectation for an earnings recovery upon the post-covid reopening. In addition, it’s
thought the sector may be benefiting from a rotation into Australia, given geopolitical concerns in other
regions.
At current levels, Credit Suisse prefers Stockland ((SGP)) among diversified large-caps, and also sees value in
Mirvac Group ((MGR)).
The analyst likes Charter Hall Group ((CHC)) and Goodman Group ((GMG)) in the fund manager space and
Scentre Group ((SCG)) among large-cap retail.
For yield-focused investors, Credit Suisse also sees value in RAM Essential Services ((REP)) and Centuria Office
REIT ((COF)), while for value-focused investors with a longer term horizon Lendlease ((LLC)) is recommended.
Interest rates
In the US, the 10-year treasury yield rose by 49bpts to 2.32%, while in Australia the 10-year bond yield climbed
by 69bpts to 2.83%.
In the US, futures market pricing shows an expectation for ten rate hikes by the Federal Reserve over the next
12 months, up from an expectation for seven moves last month. Markets are also pricing steep rate hikes by
the Reserve Bank of Australia (even more aggressive vis a vis the US).
Commodities
The CRB Commodity Index rose by 9.7% to 295.2 in March.
Brent crude oil increased by 6.9% to US$107.9/bbl.
Iron ore prices jumped by 13.6% to $US158.5/t.
The gold price increased by 1.5% to US$1,937.4/oz.
Hard coking coal continued its uptrend with a 28% rise, while thermal coal slipped by -5.6% during March.
Foreign exchange
The US dollar Index (DXY), a measure of the value of the US dollar relative to a basket of foreign currencies,
closed up 1.7% to 98.31.
The Australian dollar rose by 3% to close out March at US74.82 cents. Macquarie believes the rise was mostly
7

attributable to the rise in commodity currencies generally, though the Australian bond yield spread versus the
US also widened in March compared to February.
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
FNArena is proud about its track record and past achievements: Ten Years On
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When Will The RBA Hike?
Philip Lowe dropped a bombshell yesterday when he implied the RBA will no longer be “patient”, leading
some, but not all economists, to tip the first rate hike in June.
-RBA loses "patience"
-June rate hike in the frame
-Not all economists agree
-Wage growth still the key
By Greg Peel
Last night one Fed member stepped up the monetary policy rhetoric in implying 50 basis point hikes will be
needed from here on and the Fed’s balance sheet will need to be aggressively reduced, commencing in May,
meaning selling bonds and mortgage-backed securities. This is known as quantitative tightening (QT), the
opposite of quantitative easing (QE).
Up until yesterday the RBA, in acknowledging the evolving policy stance in the US and elsewhere, had
maintained it was “prepared to be patient” with regard monetary policy tightening, implying no rate rise just
yet. After all, the US CPI is running at 7.9% annualised (February) and wage growth at 5.6% (March).
In the December quarter, which is the latest Australian data update, the CPI was at 3.5% and wage growth at
2.3%.
Yesterday’s RBA statement reiterated the RBA’s policy stance over the past few months:
“The Board has wanted to see actual evidence that inflation is sustainably within the 2 to 3 per cent target
range before it increases interest rates. Inflation has picked up and a further increase is expected, but growth
in labour costs has been below rates that are likely to be consistent with inflation being sustainably at
target.”
While Australia’s headline inflation was last recorded at 3.5% -- well above the RBA’s 2-3% target range – the
board measures inflation as the “trimmed mean” or core rate, which excludes food and energy costs given
their inherent volatility. That was 2.6% in the quarter, so within the target range.
One might argue food and energy prices are currently the main problem, and no doubt the RBA is not blind to
this. But the board has consistently said inflation must be “sustainably” within the target range.
To achieve such sustainability will require wage growth to pick up alongside consumer price growth, which is
why up to yesterday the RBA was prepared to be patient with regard the first rate hike. But not anymore.
While the RBA’s stance remains the same, as evidenced by the paragraph above, omitted from yesterday’s
statement was the longstanding “prepared to be patient” line. Instead:
“Over coming months, important additional evidence will be available to the Board on both inflation and the
evolution of labour costs. The Board will assess this and other incoming information as its sets policy to
support full employment in Australia and inflation outcomes consistent with the target.”
In other words, the RBA has lost patience, thanks to the war in Ukraine (which was only a week old at the
March meeting) coming on top of prior covid-related inflation drivers, and will now be implicitly “data
dependent”, as its US counterpart so often suggests.
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Dependent on What?
Economists agree the two critical upcoming data releases are the March quarter CPI numbers, due on April 27,
and the wage growth data contained in the March quarter GDP numbers, due on June 1.
On May 3, when the RBA next meets, only the CPI will be known. By June 7, when the RBA again meets, both
will be known.
Economists agree it is unlikely the RBA will move in May as it will not yet have sufficient information, and
there is the complicating factor of a federal election being held sometime before May 21, which the central
bank is usually loathe to influence in any way (although it has happened before).
On that basis, many economists are now expecting the board to implement its first hike at the June meeting,
dependent on the CPI data, and with headline inflation forecast to be around 4.6% it is also possible the board
will signal a June hike at its May meeting.
There is no clue yet as to by what amount the RBA will hike. The obvious choice is an initial 15 basis points on
top of the current 0.10% rate, to take the cash rate to a more familiar 0.25%, before standard 25 point hikes
follow thereafter. But if the board is caught out by the strength of the upcoming numbers, vis a vis its own
forecasts, it is not beyond the realms a 40 point hike will result, taking the cash rate straight to 0.50%.
But as they say, if you lined up every economist in the world you still wouldn’t reach a conclusion. Economist
responses to yesterday’s statement vary in timing and quantum of the first hike and in expectations for hikes
thereafter.
Take Your Pick
UBS was expecting such a shift in policy rhetoric, and now forecasts a June hike of 15 points, followed by
traditional 25 point hikes in each of the post-CPI data meetings of August and November, to take the cash rate
to 0.75%.
While the bond market to date has been pricing a far more aggressive tightening timeline from the RBA that
“patience” otherwise suggested, UBS does not believe a current end-2023 cash rate expectation of 3.25% is
realistic. Such a rate in that timeframe “would increase household interest payments so sharply that it would
likely crash the housing market and cause a recession”.
ANZ Bank economists similarly find an end-2023 cash rate of 3.00%-plus over the top. In response to
yesterday’s statement, ANZ has moved its first hike expectation to June from September, and assumes an
initial 15 points.
ANZ then expects further 25 point hikes in July, August and November, to take the cash rate to 1.00% at
end-2022, when previously the economists had forecast 0.75%. Thereafter, another 25 point hike at each
10

quarterly RBA meeting in 2023 will take the end-2023 rate to 2.00%.
“At that point we think the RBA will pause for an extended period, not least because by then the Fed will
have tightened materially and the US and global economies may be showing signs of slowing.”
ANZ does see the cash rate eventually rising to 3.00% or more, but not until some time after 2023.
Jarden is on the same page as ANZ Bank, moving forward its first hike assumption to June from September,
and forecasting a 1.00% rate by end-2022, and 1.50% by mid-2023.
Westpac homes in on the line in yesterday’s statement noting “Over coming months, important additional
evidence will be available to the Board…” and the “major change in [RBA] rhetoric” to suggest the board has
now increased its flexibility to start hiking as early as June, rather than a prior expectation of August.
Citi, on the other hand, is sticking to its expectation of a first hike in August, believing it will take that long to
satisfy the RBA’s wage growth requirement. The economists agree the June meeting will still be “live”, but
note that the Fair Work Commission will deliver its annual minimum wage decision later in June, post meeting.
The last decision was an increase of 2.5%, and any more than that will also make July a “live” meeting if the
RBA does not move in June, but Citi is sticking to August so far.
Morgan Stanley is also of the view the RBA will not see sufficient wage growth evidence in March quarter data,
and notes that in his recent testimony to parliament, Governor Lowe said “just having one more CPI is not
enough for that evidence to emerge" and that "another couple of CPIs would be good to see".
Morgan Stanley does not believe March quarter data will get the RBA over the line, and indeed questions
whether June quarter data will be enough to justify “lift-off”.
Morgan Stanley is thus sticking to its August forecast.
The economists suggest the “bigger question”, beyond that of timing, is that of the size of the first hike. Other
central banks, including the Fed, are expected to hike by 50 point increments. On that basis, a later hike than
June but of 40 points instead of 15 is an option.
“More water and a bigger bridge ahead,” says Morgan Stanley.
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
FNArena is proud about its track record and past achievements: Ten Years On
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Material Matters: Iron Ore, Oil, Coal and
Lithium
A glance through the latest expert views and predictions about commodities: upside for the iron ore price; oil
glut; potential effects from Russian coal ban and top ten emerging lithium producers.
-Morgan Stanley remains bullish on iron ore
-A global glut of oil by mid-2023?
-Effects of a potential ban on Russian coal
-Top ten emerging lithium producers
By Mark Woodruff
Further upside for iron ore prices
Morgan Stanley remains bullish on iron ore though believes further price strength is more likely to align with a
further recovery in China’s steel production.
While the broker’s China economist sees headwinds for GDP growth, steel demand is still expected to
accelerate in the second half of 2022 by comparison to the first half.
A key headwind for Chinese GDP growth, which the broker expects to lessen by the end of the year, is the
transition to living with covid. Towards year-end, robust infrastructure stimulus is also expected to negate
weakness in the Chinese property sector.
The analysts disagree with commentary suggesting China's stimulus is responsible for recent iron ore price
strength. It’s believed the main cause is supply disruption from the Russia/Ukraine conflict. Hence, further
iron ore price upside is expected when the China stimulus is eventually factored in.
Also, since mid-February, Morgan Stanley notes China's overall blast furnace utilisation rate has crept up by 10%
to 85%, which is supportive of iron ore demand. While China’s steel output is still down for the year-to-date,
supply has also shrunk, mostly due to declines in volumes from Brazilian miner Vale and Rio Tinto ((RIO)).
Finally, while some investors believe a looming seaborne deficit in 2022 may be covered by inventories sitting
at Chinese ports, the broker points out those inventories are largely comprised of low-grade ore.
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A global oil glut by mid-2023?
Longview Economics expects global oil supply growth to exceed global oil demand by mid-2023.
Should oil prices remain at current levels, the research house expects a significant supply response in the
coming 12-18 months.
While there’s a possibility of further sanctions against Russian energy, the largest marginal impact has probably
already occurred, according to Longview, and yet a stable/strong price environment remains for Russian
energy producers.
Even before the invasion of Ukraine, Russia signed deals with China and India to increase energy relationships,
and Longview expects an ongoing switch to eastern consumers.
On top of this, OPEC production should continue to increase through to the end of 2023, assesses the analyst.
Six key OPEC members are still estimated to have capacity to increase production. Meanwhile, oil production
is recovering in both Iran and Venezuela, two countries that typically suffered from weak production growth.
Outside of OPEC, Longview expects US oil production growth to continue, driven by rising capital expenditure
and smaller private producers. The latter have been incentivised by the near doubling of the oil price from 12
months ago. Given the traditionally quick response time of shale production, a supply response from the US
could potentially be rapid and significant.
In addition to rising supply estimates, Longview’s demand forecast doesn’t account for rising recession risks
from monetary policy tightening, which would result in a sharper deceleration in global oil demand growth.
Thermal versus metallurgical coal prices
Additional Australian coal may be required by Europe, according to Morgan Stanley, should the European
Commission proceed with a proposed to ban Russian coal imports to Europe, as part of a new round of
sanctions.
While South Africa, Colombia and the US are considered the natural suppliers to what the broker terms the
Atlantic basin, the volume of coal required may be difficult for those countries to fill and it also may take time
to exit existing customer contracts. It’s estimated around 62% of European thermal coal imports in 2021 came
from Russia.
As for the Russian coal, Morgan Stanley expects some of the potential exports could be lost due to the
logistical challenges of redirection. As a result, the already undersupplied seaborne market may remain tighter
for longer and it’s felt price risk for thermal coal is skewed to the upside.
Morgan Stanley sees less impact upon metallurgical coal with only around 17% of Europe’s imports originating
from Russia in 2021. It’s also felt that a full redirection of trade flows would be more easily achieved,
13

compared to thermal coal.
Lithium price forecast and top 10 emerging producers
To reflect current tightness in the lithium market (with no signs of easing), UBS lifts its 2022 spodumene
forecast by around 17%, while its longer-term price forecasts are under review.
The broker expects the industry to gravitate closer to spot pricing in the future and cites the precedent set by
the breakdown of the annual iron ore price contract many years ago. In that market, dynamics evolved to a
point where the price difference between spot and contracted pricing made long-term fixed price agreements
untenable.
The ability of a producer to realise prices closer to (a rising) spot is a key factor in picking relative
outperformance in the sector, note the analysts.
Meanwhile, Petra Capital identifies ten emerging lithium producers ranging from Liontown Resources ((LTR))
with a market capitalisation of $4.3bn to Lithium Power International ((LPI)) at $325m.
To enable comparison of the ten companies, the broker converts Resources and Reserves to lithium carbonate
equivalent (LCE). This is necessary as reporting methods for Resources and Reserves include brine deposits,
hard rock and sedimentary lithium.
The largest resource base is held by AVZ Minerals ((AVZ)), followed by Liontown Resources. Firefinch ((FFX)),
which has operations in Mali, and AVZ Minerals (operations in the Democratic Republic of the Congo) are
thought by the analysts to suffer from a sovereign-risk valuation discount. Meanwhile, Galan Lithium ((GLN)),
is assessed as the cheapest in the group of ten emerging producers, based on attributable LCE Resources.
Meanwhile, companies nearest to production like Core Lithium ((CXO)) and Argosy Minerals ((AGY)) have the
highest valuations. The former has the Finniss project in the Northern Territory, while Argosy commences
production in mid-2022 from the Rincon project in Argentina.
In terms of the capital expenditure required to bring projects online, and contrasting that with the
incremental production added, Sayina Mining ((SYA)), Firefinch and Core Lithium all enjoy very low capital
intensities.
Other companies listed among the ten emerging producers are Lake Resources ((LKE)) with its flagship Kachi
Project in Argentina, and Piedmont Lithium ((PLL)) with its operations centred on the Carolina Tin-Spodumene
belt in the US.
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
FNArena is proud about its track record and past achievements: Ten Years On
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Weekly Ratings, Targets, Forecast Changes 01-04-22
Weekly update on stockbroker recommendation, target price, and earnings forecast changes.
By Mark Woodruff
Guide:
The FNArena database tabulates the views of seven major Australian and international stock brokers: Citi,
Credit Suisse, Macquarie, Morgan Stanley, Morgans, Ord Minnett and UBS.
For the purpose of broker rating correlation, Outperform and Overweight ratings are grouped as Buy, Neutral
is grouped with Hold and Underperform and Underweight are grouped as Sell to provide a Buy/Hold/Sell
(B/H/S) ratio.
Ratings, consensus target price and forecast earnings tables are published at the bottom of this report.
Summary
Period: Monday March 28 to Friday April 1, 2022
Total Upgrades: 7
Total Downgrades: 5
Net Ratings Breakdown: Buy 58.97%; Hold 35.15%; Sell 5.88%
For the week ending Friday April 1 there were seven upgrades and six downgrades to ASX-listed companies
covered by brokers in the FNArena database.
Brokers made no material percentage changes to price targets last week.
Gold Road Resources had the largest percentage increase in forecast earnings by brokers after releasing FY21
results. Macquarie raised its rating to Neutral from Underperform as expectations were exceeded for
both profit and dividend and due to recent share price weakness.
UBS noted production growth of around 60% by 2024 for the Gruyere mine places the company at a relative
advantage to peers in a time when the industry is facing ongoing covid and cost pressures (e.g labour and oil).
As a result of these rising input costs, the strategists at Morgan Stanley expect longer-term commodity price
estimates will need to be raised across the sector. This is especially the case for commodities like aluminium,
alumina and zinc, which have high input costs.
While the broker maintained its Underweight rating for Western Areas, the earnings forecast was raised and
the target price increased to $3.40 from $2.95.
The same commodity review by Morgan Stanley resulted in the broker’s rating for Mineral Resources being
upgraded to Overweight from Equal-weight. While the company’s lithium production is ramping up and high
prices are being achieved, the analyst also pointed out higher iron ore prices are benefiting the company's
high-cost operations.
Meanwhile, Macquarie also raised its earnings forecast for Mineral Resources after noting upside risk to the gas
resource estimate for Lockyer Deep from testing results and a strong flow rate. Lockyer Deep, situated in the
Perth basin, is a joint venture with ASX-listed Northwest Energy. Gas from the joint venture is not expected
for two years.
Next, in terms of the largest increase in forecast earnings by brokers in the FNArena database last week, was
29Metals. Again, the Morgan Stanley commodity review resulted in a target price rise to $3.40 from $3.10 due
to higher EPS estimates and a higher forecast long-term copper price.
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Morgan Stanley’s review also impacted upon earnings forecasts for both IGO Ltd and Whitehaven Coal. The
former’s target price was raised to $11.35 from $10.05, while the latter’s increased to $5.45 from $3.75.
For Whitehaven Coal, the broker expects thermal coal to trade higher for longer and sees 31% upside for the
share price. It's felt longer term value should derive from project approvals and development, particularly at
the Vickery project. The company is Morgan Stanley’s second most preferred pick across its mining sector
coverage, behind South32.
Total Buy recommendations take up 58.97% of the total, versus 35.15% on Neutral/Hold, while Sell ratings
account for the remaining 5.88%.
Upgrade
FORTESCUE METALS GROUP LIMITED ((FMG)) Upgrade to Neutral from Sell by UBS .B/H/S: 0/4/3
After allowing for the Ukraine/Russia conflict, the UBS commodities team sees higher commodity prices for
longer on the assumption the global economy avoids a material downturn.
The broker's price revisions are highest for thermal and metallurgical coal, nickel, aluminium, zinc, the
platinum group metals, iron ore and gold. It's believed demand headwinds will be offset by commodity supply
disruptions/trade re-alignment for the next 12-18 months.
For Fortescue Metals, UBS raises its rating to Neutral from Sell after upgrading its iron ore price forecasts for
2022 and 2023 by 23% and 24% to $135/dmt and $105/dmt [62% Fines cost and freight (CFR) China] with minor
changes to forecasts from 2024.
The target price rises to $17.10 from $16.30.
GOLD ROAD RESOURCES LIMITED ((GOR)) Upgrade to Neutral from Underperform by Macquarie .B/H/S:
2/1/0
As a result of recent share price weakness and the release of FY21 results, Macquarie upgrades its rating
for Gold Road Resources to Neutral from Underperform, while retaining its $1.70 target price.
Profit was a $7.6m beat versus the broker's estimate mainly due to a positive move in inventory. The final
fully-franked dividend of 0.5cps was also higher than Macquarie expected.
MINERAL RESOURCES LIMITED ((MIN)) Upgrade to Overweight from Equal-weight by Morgan Stanley .B/H/S:
4/0/1
Morgan Stanley points to near-term earnings support for the mining sector from inflation expectations, rising
input costs (particularly energy) and supply impacts from the Ukraine/Russia conflict.
Should inflation persist and demand destruction is avoided, longer-term commodity price estimates will need
to be raised across the sector, suggests the broker. This is especially the case for commodities like aluminium,
alumina and zinc, which have high input costs.
Morgan Stanley lifts its rating for Mineral Resources to Overweight from Equal-weight and raises its target to
$56 from $45.70.
While lithium production is ramping-up and high prices are being achieved, higher iron ore prices are
also benefiting the company's high cost operations, explains the analyst. Industry view: Attractive.
RIO TINTO LIMITED ((RIO)) Upgrade to Neutral from Sell by UBS .B/H/S: 3/4/0
UBS upgrades Rio Tinto to Neutral from Sell and raises its target price to $104 from $90 on an improving risk
reward ratio for the iron ore price over the next 12 months.
Apart from the boost via the Ukraine/Russia conflict, the analyst notes stronger-than-expected data from
China in January and February and believes there is a prospect of further easing to achieve the country's
growth targets.
The broker upgrades its 2022 iron ore price forecast to US$135/t from $110/t and its 2023 forecast to US$105/t
from $85/t.
WASHINGTON H. SOUL PATTINSON AND CO. LIMITED ((SOL)) Upgrade to Add from Hold by Morgans .B/H/S:
1/0/0
Following solid 1H results, Morgans raises its rating for WH Soul Pattinson to Add from Hold given more than
10% upside for total shareholder returns to the new 12-month target of $30.60, reduced from $36.78.
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Underlying group profit was $344m, up by 281% on the previous corresponding period.
The new target arises after allowing for the 1H result and further improvements to the broker's near-term
yield assumptions post the recent results of core portfolio holdings.
TABCORP HOLDINGS LIMITED ((TAH)) Upgrade to Outperform from Neutral by Credit Suisse .B/H/S: 3/1/0
Tabcorp's Demerger Scheme Booklet disclosed better than anticipated operational expenditure and net debt
allocation according to Credit Suisse. The broker's target price now incorporates $4.95 per share for The
Lottery Corp and $1.25 per share for the new Tabcorp.
The Scheme booklet also warned of potential litigation risk, but the broker expects this offers opportunity to
harmonise wagering industry fee structures. The broker assumes a -7 cents per share impact from litigation
settlement.
The broker also noted a 10% lottery revenue increase in the March quarter, driving a target price increase and
a suggested return of more than 15% in the next year.
The rating is upgraded to Outperform from Neutral and the target price increases to $6.20 from $5.70.
UNITI GROUP LIMITED ((UWL)) Upgrade to Accumulate from Hold by Ord Minnett .B/H/S: 1/1/0
Uniti Group has received a revised takeover offer from the Morrison & Co and Brookfield Infrastructure
consortium of $5 per share, up from a previous bid of $4.50 per share. Ord Minnett notes Uniti Group is
exclusively engaging with the offer, and has not engaged with a competing offer from the Connect consortium.
The broker finds Uniti Group's assets, including private fibre assets, a more than 290,000 premise pipeline and
high margin network revenues, demand a multiple at the mid to high end of the 15.5-28.0x multiple range
achieved by recent telco infrastructure purchases.
The rating is upgraded to Accumulate from Hold and the target price increases to $5.00 from $4.05.
Downgrade
BANK OF QUEENSLAND LIMITED ((BOQ)) Downgrade to Neutral from Outperform by Macquarie .B/H/S: 5/1/0
Macquarie downgrades its rating for Bank of Queensland to Neutral from Outperform due to increased
competition and because lower deposit pricing has resulted in very slow deposit growth. It's also felt the bank
has relatively lower leverage to higher rates.
The target price falls to $9 from $9.25 as the broker sees increasing risk of mortgage margin impacts and a
deposit cost blowout as the bank's funding gap widens.
For the overall sector, Macquarie expects the Bank sector to consolidate at current levels given near-term
results are likely to disappoint due to weaker margins. While volume growth remains solid, it is slowing, and
competitive pressures are expected to remain intense.
Mortgage competition has shifted to variable rates due to higher rates, explains the analyst. Also, higher term
deposit costs and
switching are expected to limit the upside from those higher rates.
EVOLUTION MINING LIMITED ((EVN)) Downgrade to Sell from Neutral by UBS .B/H/S: 2/2/3
After allowing for the Ukraine/Russia conflict, the UBS commodities team sees higher commodity prices for
longer on the assumption the global economy avoids a material downturn.
The broker's price revisions are highest for thermal and metallurgical coal, nickel, aluminium, zinc, the
platinum group metals, iron ore and gold. It's believed demand headwinds will be offset by commodity supply
disruptions/trade re-alignment for the next 12-18 months.
Evolution Mining is one of the broker's least preferred exposures in its coverage of the mining sector.
The broker downgrades its rating to Sell from Neutral, while the target price rises to $4.23 from $3.65.
NEWCREST MINING LIMITED ((NCM)) Downgrade to Neutral from Buy by UBS .B/H/S: 5/2/0
After allowing for the Ukraine/Russia conflict, the UBS commodities team sees higher commodity prices for
longer on the assumption the global economy avoids a material downturn.
The broker's price revisions are highest for thermal and metallurgical coal, nickel, aluminium, zinc, the
platinum group metals, iron ore and gold. It is believed demand headwinds will be offset by commodity supply
disruptions/trade re-alignment for the next 12-18 months.
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For Newcrest Mining, UBS lowers its rating to Neutral from Buy and raises its target to $27.10 from $26.50.
SIMS LIMITED ((SGM)) Downgrade to Neutral from Buy by UBS .B/H/S: 3/3/0
Sims has outlined opportunities to diversify from traditional metals recycling into a broader ESG strategy,
but UBS notes pursuing this will take time and capital expenditure, and in the near-term scrap pricing and
volumes will continue to drive earnings.
Given a settling of scrap metal pricing at higher levels the broker anticipates pricing declines from the first
half of FY23. On company guidance, UBS notes volumes look unlikely to offset lower pricing.
Based on the limited opportunity for organic growth seen by the broker, the rating is downgraded to Neutral
from Buy and the target price increases to $22.00 from $20.30.
WOODSIDE PETROLEUM LIMITED ((WPL)) Downgrade to Neutral from Buy by UBS .B/H/S: 2/3/0
UBS raises its 2022 Brent oil forecast to US$95/bbl from US$81/bbl. For 2023, the estimate climbs to US$85/bbl
from US$80/bbl and then to US$80/bbl from US$75/bbl for 2024, while US$75/bbl is unchanged for 2025.
All changes are mainly driven by impacts from the Russia/Ukraine conflict, explains the analyst, and the long
term (from 2026) Brent forecast also rises to US$75/bbl from US$70/bbl. UBS also increases its JKM LNG
forecast by 14-108% between 2022-24.
Nonetheless, the broker downgrades its rating for Woodside Petroleum to Neutral from Buy as shares are
approaching full valuation. The price target rises to $34.60 from $29.
Total Recommendations

Recommendation Changes

Broker Recommendation Breakup

Broker Rating
Order
Company
Upgrade
1
FORTESCUE METALS GROUP LIMITED
2
GOLD ROAD RESOURCES LIMITED
3
MINERAL RESOURCES LIMITED
4
RIO TINTO LIMITED
5
TABCORP HOLDINGS LIMITED
6
UNITI GROUP LIMITED
7
WASHINGTON H. SOUL PATTINSON AND CO. LIMITED
Downgrade

New Rating Old Rating
Neutral
Neutral
Buy
Neutral
Buy
Buy
Buy

Sell
Sell
Neutral
Sell
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral

Broker
UBS
Macquarie
Morgan Stanley
UBS
Credit Suisse
Ord Minnett
Morgans
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8
9
10
11
12

BANK OF QUEENSLAND LIMITED
EVOLUTION MINING LIMITED
NEWCREST MINING LIMITED
SIMS LIMITED
WOODSIDE PETROLEUM LIMITED

Neutral
Sell
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral

Buy
Neutral
Buy
Buy
Buy

Macquarie
UBS
UBS
UBS
UBS

Recommendation
Positive Change Covered by > 2 Brokers
Order Symbol
Company
1
GOR GOLD ROAD RESOURCES LIMITED
2
TAH TABCORP HOLDINGS LIMITED
3
BHP BHP GROUP LIMITED
4
MIN MINERAL RESOURCES LIMITED
5
HDN HOMECO DAILY NEEDS REIT
6
FMG FORTESCUE METALS GROUP LIMITED
7
RIO RIO TINTO LIMITED
8
BKW BRICKWORKS LIMITED

New RatingPrevious
67.0%
75.0%
40.0%
60.0%
67.0%
-43.0%
43.0%
40.0%

Rating Change Recs
33.0%
34.0% 3
50.0%
25.0% 4
20.0%
20.0% 5
40.0%
20.0% 5
50.0%
17.0% 3
-57.0%
14.0% 7
29.0%
14.0% 7
30.0%
10.0% 5

Negative Change Covered by > 2 Brokers
Order Symbol
Company
1
ALX ATLAS ARTERIA
2
NCM NEWCREST MINING LIMITED
4
SQ2 BLOCK INC
5
WPL WOODSIDE PETROLEUM LIMITED
6
BOQ BANK OF QUEENSLAND LIMITED
7
APE EAGERS AUTOMOTIVE LIMITED
8
SGM SIMS LIMITED
9
EVN EVOLUTION MINING LIMITED

New RatingPrevious Rating Change Recs
50.0%
100.0%
-50.0% 4
71.0%
100.0%
-29.0% 7
75.0%
100.0%
-25.0% 4
40.0%
60.0%
-20.0% 5
75.0%
92.0%
-17.0% 6
83.0%
100.0%
-17.0% 6
50.0%
67.0%
-17.0% 6
-21.0%
-7.0%
-14.0% 7

Target Price
Positive Change Covered by > 2 Brokers
Order Symbol
Company
1
SGM SIMS LIMITED
2
WPL WOODSIDE PETROLEUM LIMITED
3
FMG FORTESCUE METALS GROUP LIMITED
4
RIO RIO TINTO LIMITED
5
TAH TABCORP HOLDINGS LIMITED
6
EVN EVOLUTION MINING LIMITED
7
BHP BHP GROUP LIMITED
8
MIN MINERAL RESOURCES LIMITED
9
GOR GOLD ROAD RESOURCES LIMITED
10
HDN HOMECO DAILY NEEDS REIT

New TargetPrevious Target Change Recs
20.683
19.717
4.90% 6
30.550
29.430
3.81% 5
17.593
17.014
3.40% 7
119.500
116.357
2.70% 7
5.793
5.668
2.21% 4
4.391
4.309
1.90% 7
49.560
48.740
1.68% 5
58.090
57.140
1.66% 5
1.767
1.747
1.14% 3
1.620
1.615
0.31% 3

Negative Change Covered by > 2 Brokers
Order Symbol
Company
2
APE EAGERS AUTOMOTIVE LIMITED
3
ALX ATLAS ARTERIA
4
NCM NEWCREST MINING LIMITED
5
BOQ BANK OF QUEENSLAND LIMITED

New TargetPrevious
17.317
6.775
29.831
10.317

Target Change Recs
17.860
-3.04% 6
6.953
-2.56% 4
29.953
-0.41% 7
10.358
-0.40% 6

Earning Forecast
Positive Change Covered by > 2 Brokers
Order Symbol
Company
1
GOR GOLD ROAD RESOURCES LIMITED
2
WSA WESTERN AREAS LIMITED
3
MIN MINERAL RESOURCES LIMITED

New EF Previous EF Change Recs
11.300
4.733
138.75% 3
15.938
10.058
58.46% 4
206.450
144.750
42.63% 5
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4
5
6
7
8
9
10

29M
BKW
IGO
WHC
AWC
FMG
RIO

29METALS LIMITED
BRICKWORKS LIMITED
IGO LIMITED
WHITEHAVEN COAL LIMITED
ALUMINA LIMITED
FORTESCUE METALS GROUP LIMITED
RIO TINTO LIMITED

14.115
303.600
49.608
113.493
21.637
262.916
1685.633

10.115
238.440
42.758
98.993
19.059
237.162
1533.962

39.55%
27.33%
16.02%
14.65%
13.53%
10.86%
9.89%

4
5
3
6
5
7
7

Negative Change Covered by > 2 Brokers
Order Symbol
Company
2
SQ2 BLOCK INC
3
ALX ATLAS ARTERIA
4
APE EAGERS AUTOMOTIVE LIMITED
5
UMG UNITED MALT GROUP LIMITED
6
CWN CROWN RESORTS LIMITED
7
LLC LENDLEASE GROUP
8
NAB NATIONAL AUSTRALIA BANK LIMITED
9
BHP BHP GROUP LIMITED
10
MVF MONASH IVF GROUP LIMITED

New EF Previous EF Change Recs
192.418
216.557
-11.15% 4
52.027
54.627
-4.76% 4
103.320
106.020
-2.55% 6
19.860
20.260
-1.97% 5
-19.120
-18.840
-1.49% 3
38.194
38.694
-1.29% 5
203.667
205.717
-1.00% 7
543.491
548.388
-0.89% 5
9.150
9.225
-0.81% 3

Technical limitations
If you are reading this story through a third party distribution channel and you cannot see charts
included, we apologise, but technical limitations are to blame.
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
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Uranium Week: Wild Month
The spot uranium market traded in a wide range in March due to off-again, on-again speculation regarding a
potential US ban on Russian uranium exports.
-Uranium not originally included in US sanctions
-Two bills now in Congress to do just that
-Spot and term prices rise, as does the estimated cost of production
By Greg Peel
It was a tumultuous month of March in uranium markets. When sanctions were first imposed on Russian exports
it was assumed uranium would be included, sending the spot price surging up to US$60.00/lb. When uranium
wasn’t included, the price fell back to US$48.50/lb.
But bills proposing the banning of Russian uranium exports to the US have since been put forward in both the
Senate and the House, sending the spot price back up again.
U3O8 closed the month at US$58.20/lb on industry consultant TradeTech’s spot price indicator, which was last
Thursday, up from US$49.00/lb at end-February.
On Friday, TradeTech’s weekly spot price indicator had risen to US$59.00/lb, to marking a US60c increase
week on week.
Last week saw 800,000lbs U3O8 equivalent change hands in six transactions. The month of March saw total
volume of 8.1mlbs.
While utilities were engaged to some extent in the spot market in March, it was speculative interest which
drove prices higher, particularly that of the Sprott Physical Uranium Trust.
During a US Senate Energy Committee hearing last week, Uranium Producers of America president Scott Melbye
stated the UPA "strongly supports legislation to impose . . . a ban on Russian uranium imports," similar to the
Biden Administration's ban on the import of Russian oil, natural gas, and coal which received bipartisan
legislative efforts in the Senate and House.
Term Markets
While utilities may have largely stayed out of a volatile spot market, they were actively engaged in term
markets in March as they pushed forward with commitments to non-Russian supply sources to hedge against
not just a possible ban on uranium exports, but also the difficulty financial and other sanctions on Russia imply.
Eleven transactions totalling 11mlbs U3O8 equivalent were completed in the month.
Utilities picked up material over a wide delivery period, TradeTech notes, with several committing to
purchases extending into 2032. Others opted to acquire material in the near and mid-term delivery windows.
Utilities dominated as the primary buyers in the term market in March, but other entities also stepped into the
term market to secure material for delivery outside of the spot delivery window and extending in some cases
for several years.
TradeTech’s term market price indicators have risen to US$58.00/lb (mid), up from US$47.00/lb in February,
and US$50.00/lb (long) up from US$45.25/lb.
TradeTech has also increased its estimated average cost of production to US$52.00/lb, from US$46.60/lb.
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The Short Report - 07 Apr 2022
See Guide further below (for readers with full access).
Summary:
By Greg Peel
Week Ending March 31, 2022.
Last week proved to be the last week of the steady grind back for the ASX200 from the early March low. The
index peaked last Wednesday, up 8.4% in a month, driven by a rebound on Wall Street and surging commodity
prices.
This week has seen renewed weakness on central bank hawkishness.
In Short Land, it was a very quiet week. It is rare to see a full sea of green on the table below nonetheless, but
that reflects all of three stocks seeing incremental short position reductions.
Neither Kogan ((KGN)) nor AMA Group ((AMA)) enjoyed a rebound last week along with the market, although
Omni Bridgeway ((OBL)) did.
At the risk of publishing the shortest ever Short Report, there’s nothing more to say.
Weekly short positions as a percentage of market cap:
10%+
FLT
BET
NAN
WEB

17.8
12.6
11.9
10.2

No changes
9.0-9.9
EML, PNV, KGN
Out: KGN
8.0-8.9%
KGN, Z1P, MSB
In: KGN

Out: OBL, AMA

7.0-7.9%
OBL, AMA, RRL, PDN, APX, TYR
In: OBL, AMA
6.0-6.9%
ING, PBH, TPW, CUV, IEL
No changes
5.0-5.9%
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NEA, MFG, NHC, MP1
Out: BRG
Movers & Shakers
Nothing this week.
ASX20 Short Positions (%)
Code Last Week Week Before Code Last Week Week Before
ALL

0.1

0.1

NAB

0.6

0.5

ANZ

0.5

0.5

NCM

1.4

1.6

BHP

0.4

0.4

RIO

0.6

0.6

CBA

0.6

0.7

STO

0.2

0.2

COL

0.7

0.6

TCL

0.7

0.6

CSL

0.2

0.2

TLS

0.2

0.2

FMG

1.3

1.4

WBC

1.2

1.4

GMG

0.1

0.1

WES

0.2

0.3

JHX

0.7

0.9

WOW

0.4

0.4

MQG

0.3

0.3

WPL

1.9

1.9

To see the full Short Report, please go to this link
Guide:
The Short Report draws upon data provided by the Australian Securities & Investment Commission (ASIC) to
highlight significant weekly moves in short positions registered on stocks listed on the Australian Securities
Exchange (ASX). Short positions in exchange-traded funds (ETF) and non-ordinary shares are not included.
Short positions below 5% are not included in the table below but may be noted in the accompanying text if
deemed significant.
Please take note of the Important Information provided at the end of this report. Percentage amounts in this
report refer to percentage of ordinary shares on issue.
Stock codes highlighted in green have seen their short positions reduce in the week by an amount sufficient
to move them into a lower percentage bracket. Stocks highlighted in red have seen their short positions
increase in the week by an amount sufficient to move them into a higher percentage bracket. Moves in excess
of one percentage point or more are discussed in the Movers & Shakers report below.
IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT THIS REPORT
The above information is sourced from daily reports published by the Australian Investment & Securities
Commission (ASIC) and is provided by FNArena unqualified as a service to subscribers. FNArena would like to
make it very clear that immediate assumptions cannot be drawn from the numbers alone.
It is wrong to assume that short percentages published by ASIC simply imply negative market positions held by
fund managers or others looking to profit from a fall in respective share prices. While all or part of certain
short percentages may indeed imply such, there are also a myriad of other reasons why a short position might
be held which does not render that position “naked” given offsetting positions held elsewhere. Whatever
balance of percentages truly is a “short” position would suggest there are negative views on a stock held by
some in the market and also would suggest that were the news flow on that stock to turn suddenly positive,
“short covering” may spark a short, sharp rally in that share price. However short positions held as an offset
against another position may prove merely benign.
Often large short positions can be attributable to a listed hybrid security on the same stock where traders
look to “strip out” the option value of the hybrid with offsetting listed option and stock positions. Short
positions may form part of a short stock portfolio offsetting a long share price index (SPI) futures portfolio – a
popular trade which seeks to exploit windows of opportunity when the SPI price trades at an overextended
discount to fair value. Short positions may be held as a hedge by a broking house providing dividend
reinvestment plan (DRP) underwriting services or other similar services. Short positions will occasionally need
to be adopted by market makers in listed equity exchange traded fund products (EFT). All of the above are
just some of the reasons why a short position may be held in a stock but can be considered benign in share
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price direction terms due to offsets.
Market makers in stock and stock index options will also hedge their portfolios using short positions where
necessary. These delta hedges often form the other side of a client's long stock-long put option protection
trade, or perhaps long stock-short call option (“buy-write”) position. In a clear example of how published
short percentages can be misleading, an options market maker may hold a short position below the implied
delta hedge level and that actually implies a “long” position in that stock.
Another popular trading strategy is that of “pairs trading” in which one stock is held short against a long
position in another stock. Such positions look to exploit perceived imbalances in the valuations of two stocks
and imply a “net neutral” market position.
Aside from all the above reasons as to why it would be a potential misconception to draw simply conclusions
on short percentages, there are even wider issues to consider. ASIC itself will admit that short position data is
not an exact science given the onus on market participants to declare to their broker when positions truly are
“short”. Without any suggestion of deceit, there are always participants who are ignorant of the regulations.
Discrepancies can also arise when short positions are held by a large investment banking operation offering
multiple stock market services as well as proprietary trading activities. Such activity can introduce the
possibility of either non-counting or double-counting when custodians are involved and beneficial ownership
issues become unclear.
Finally, a simple fact is that the Australian Securities Exchange also keeps its own register of short positions.
The figures provided by ASIC and by the ASX at any point do not necessarily correlate.
FNArena has offered this qualified explanation of the vagaries of short stock positions as a warning to
subscribers not to jump to any conclusions or to make investment decisions based solely on these unqualified
numbers. FNArena strongly suggests investors seek advice from their stock broker or financial adviser before
acting upon any of the information provided herein.
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
FNArena is proud about its track record and past achievements: Ten Years On
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In Brief: Debt Doubles, Investment Markets,
Homewares Retail
Weekly Broker Wrap, In Brief: Debt to double amid rising interest rates, flows downgraded for small cap
investment platforms, homeware retailers to suffer amid tightening of discretionary spend.
-Doubling of national debt in three years to weigh on taxpayers
-Small cap investors should expect continued volatility in the market
-Homewares discretionary spend like to be subdued ahead
By Danielle Austin
Taxpayers burdened with paying the piper as debt per person doubles
The cost of the covid pandemic will impact taxpayers for years to come, with significant borrowing in the
pursuance of a zero-covid policy set to have long-term impacts in Australia. With the country’s debt burden
increasing 11.2% in 2021 to total $1.462 trillion while global debt servicing costs fell to a record low at 1.6%,
the looming threat of rising interest rates is set to significantly increase national debt.
Economists at Janus Henderson predict Australian debt per person will double by 2025 to $68,806 thanks to the
compounding impact of rising interest rates. Australian borrowing in response to the pandemic outpaced the
global average, with global debt increasing 7.8% in 2021 compared to Australia’s 11.2%. While Australia
benefitted from a low debt to gross domestic product ratio when borrowing, with a -47% discount to
international peers allowing it to remain one of the least indebted major industrialised nations despite the
huge borrowing surge, rising interest costs look to drive the increase of Australian debt at a steeper rate than
both the United Kingdom and Europe in 2022.
Janus Henderson anticipates global government debt to increase 9.5% in 2022, with the United States, Japan
and China identified as major drivers, while global debt servicing costs will increase by an approximate 14.5%
on the back of rising interest.
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Market volatility makes for a difficult read-through on investment platforms
Market rebounds since the first half result season have driven Citi to upgrade its outlook on small cap
investment platforms, but the broker notes high probability of volatility ahead. While the ASX-300 improved 3%
since companies reported first half results, the broker expects the geopolitical conflict between Russia and
Ukraine, increasing interest rates and the threat of further covid outbreaks to continue to cause market
uncertainty, and anticipates lower net flows as a result.
Taking into consideration impacts of the better than expected market result in recent months for investment
platforms Netwealth Group ((NWL)) and Hub24 ((HUB)), Citi has upgraded its funds under administration
forecasts for each company by 1%. On predicted market volatility, the broker downgrades its flow forecast for
Netwealth to $14.3bn from $14.8bn but remains above company guidance of more than $13.5bn. Citi analysts
also noted medium-term earnings should benefit from a shift towards specialist investment platforms.
Similarly, Citi downgrades its flow forecast for Hub24 to $13.0bn from $13.7bn, noting the platform increased
advisors 49% year-on-year in the second quarter which looks to be a positive indicator for future growth. The
broker expects Hub24 to also benefit from an emerging specialist platform trend and predicts a 23% earnings
per share compound annual growth rate over the coming three years.
Retailers continue to build stock as inflation looks to impact on discretionary spend
Concerns that the recovery of the travel industry would see consumers redirect discretionary spend away from
furniture and homeware purchases have not yet been realised. Following a fairly flat start to the year for
retailers, consumer insights have suggested sales uplift in March pointing to continuing resilience in the
industry for the time being.
Furniture and homeware retailers have suggested they will continue to build stock to retain elevated inventory
levels given supply chain constraints are expected to continue into the coming financial year. Meanwhile,
higher freight costs and the additional costs related to holding higher inventory levels look likely to impact on
margins for retailers.
Inflation will likely also come into play for the industry moving ahead, with expected 4.5% year-on-year
inflation likely to impact on furniture and homeware retailers given rising inflation historically inversely
correlates with discretionary household good spending.
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Considering both Adairs ((ADH)) and Temple & Webster ((TPW)), Jarden analysts noted that Adairs’ sticky
loyalty members base contributes around 80% of customer sales, while it’s dual physical and online presence
hedges risk of changing consumer trends. Temple & Webster, meanwhile, offers less exposure to supply chain
constraints given its third-party, direct delivered products make up 74% of total sales and the company has
solid visibility on supplier stock levels. Further, the company’s emerging commercial trade and DIY categories,
now accounting for 11% of sales, offer a buffer in the event of furniture and homeware sales declines.
Moving forward, Jarden sees opportunity for retailers to distinguish themselves through innovation in the
digital space. The broker expects retailers who commit to investing in digital experience, capability and
customer acquisition could improve their competitive position in the post-covid world.
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
FNArena is proud about its track record and past achievements: Ten Years On
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SMSFundamentals: Regulation Impacts On
Super Fund Strategies
Super funds may consider new investment alternatives in a bid to outperform an annual performance test.
-Super funds are being held to account for underperformance
-Impact on performance of benchmark-beating strategies
-Public versus private market allocation
-The limitations of passive investing
By Mark Woodruff
A reform for Your Future, Your Super (YFYS) was introduced in July 2021 by the government requiring an
annual performance test for MySuper products.
The assessment under the performance test, in conjunction with the Australian Taxation Office YourSuper
comparison tool, is intended to hold registrable superannuation entity licensees to account for
underperformance through greater transparency and increased consequences.
As a result, super funds will be aiming to outperform a YFYS benchmark, notes JP Morgan Asset Management
(JPMAM) and may now consider specific investment alternatives to improve chances of passing the relatively
new test.
To determine if the test could result in a more conservative investment approach and impact long-term
returns, JPMAM (via NMG Consulting) conducted a survey of heads of investment strategy, asset consultants
and super fund Chief Investment Officers (CIO).
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Survey results
The survey showed CIOs are likely to become more cautious with high alpha strategies (stock-picking), and
preferences for asset allocation within public markets may swing toward more benchmark-relative strategies.
It’s thought a high degree of focus on fees will continue, due to the after-fee focus of the performance test
Also, there may be greater investment in private markets where there’s an opportunity to add value beyond
the YFYS performance test. Positions within private markets may gravitate to niche sectors deemed as
“satellite” relative to the strategy’s respective benchmark.
As summarised by Andrew Creber, A&NZ Chief Executive Officer at JPMAM, those surveyed indicated greater
willingness to take higher risk positions in alternatives than in the public market.
The asset manager suggests super funds adopt managed benchmark-aware strategies in public equity and fixed
income markets, in combination with an allocation to niche private market debt and equities.
While passive investing is economical and achieves reasonable risk diversification, it also limits an investor’s
ability to deliver returns beyond the benchmark, points out Mr Creber.
Note that YFYS benchmarks do not apply to Self-Managed Super Funds.
However, industry participants suggest the new rules may be a stepping stone towards closer scrutiny of SMSF
performance as well.
SuperConcepts' executive technical manager Phil La Greca, speaking to SMSFAdviser, suggested "These
performance tests generate valuable data that essentially state what is regarded as good investment
performance for a superannuation fund. If an SMSF has trouble performing at these known levels, it will
become difficult for advisers to justify a recommendation for an SMSF to be established.
“This could also mean that significant underperformance by an SMSF could require an adviser, operating in
accordance with best interest duty, to recommend the winding up of an existing SMSF.”
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Yet at this stage, SMSF performance is measured very differently to MySuper fund performance. In order to
apply the same benchmarks, the ATO would need to establish new accounting procedures, in line with MySuper
fund procedures, so that comparative assessments can be made.
In other words, it won't happen tomorrow.
SMSFundamentals is an ongoing feature series dedicated to providing SMSF trustees with valuable news,
investment ideas and services, in line with SMSF requirements and obligations.
For an introduction and story archive please visit FNArena's SMSFundamentals section on the website.
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
FNArena is proud about its track record and past achievements: Ten Years On
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Treasure Chest: Stockland Ready To
De-Couple
FNArena's Treasure Chest reports on money making ideas from stockbrokers and other experts. While
Stockland's valuation has traditionally been linked to the residential housing cycle, Morgan Stanley sees new
avenues of growth emerging.
By Mark Woodruff
Whose Idea Is It?
Analysts at Morgan Stanley.
The subject:
Stockland ((SGP)).
After 20 years of Stockland’s valuation tracking movements in residential prices, the trend may well reverse in
2022 and 2023.
Morgan Stanley suggests commercial development and joint venture profits, which were previously
non-existent, should not only offset an anticipated decline in cyclical residential earnings, but also lift group
profit overall.
A precedent has been set for such a transformation. Historically, Mirvac Group ((MGR)) had traded as a
residential developer, similar to Stockland, and had typically de-rated when residential prices moderated.
Then, during the 2017-19 residential downcycle, the price earnings multiple for Mirvac actually increased. For
two to three years in advance, investors could anticipate that large yearly profits from commercial
development were going to be booked for the group during FY18-24.
Currently, Morgan Stanley explains, Stockland’s commercial pipeline holds over $500m in latent profits to be
delivered over six to eight years, while its land lease business holds up to $200m in latent profits to be
distributed over five years.
The commercial office pipeline is via a partnership with Ivanhoe Cambridge, while land lease sales will derive
from a joint venture with Mitsubishi Estate.
In summary, Morgan Stanley believes the company can execute a similar development strategy to Mirvac and
re-rate above its current valuation.
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More info:
Morgan Stanley strategists expect downside to Australian house prices in 2023 from RBA interest rate rises,
beginning with a 15 basis point (bps) hike in August.
The strategists expect further 25bps RBA hikes for September and November, followed by four 25bps hikes
across 2023, with the cash rate reaching 1.75% by the end of 2023.
While residential earnings, via Stockland’s land lot development business, typically make up just 30-35% of
group earnings (EBIT), the company’s share price has traditionally been beholden to the residential cycle.
Indeed, Morgan Stanley points out bearishness around a potential slow-down in the residential market is
already priced-in, with the company rated as the cheapest in the broker’s coverage of the local Real Estate
sector.
Morgan Stanley rates the stock Overweight, with an In-Line sector view, accompanied by a twelve month price
target of $5.05.
Shares in Stockland looked like they might be heading for $5 mid last year, but they have subsequently fallen
to $3.80 instead, followed by a partial recovery to $4.33. With the exception of Macquarie, brokers monitored
daily by FNArena equally have also set price targets above today's share price, ranging between $4.19
(Macquarie) and $5.94 (Citi).
With Stockland shares continuously trading below the average of these price targets since peaking out in June
(i.e. FNArena's consensus target), it should thus be of little surprise most ratings are positive, with only
Macquarie and Ord Minnett on Neutral/Hold.
If we cast our net a bit wider and include other brokers, we find only Jarden actively covers Stockland, and this
does not imply regular updates. Previously, Jarden stood out with a negative view alongside a price target of
$4.60, based on a cautious stance regarding Australia's red hot property market, but Jarden is currently under
research restriction.
Ex-Morgan Stanley, most commentary has a decidedly cautious tone given the half-yearly financials slightly
disappointed, with Stockland requiring a strong second half to meet FY22 guidance.
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
FNArena is proud about its track record and past achievements: Ten Years On
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Treasure Chest: Too Soon For Reliance
Worldwide
FNArena's Treasure Chest reports on money making ideas from stockbrokers and other experts. Despite a big
share price fall, Citi suggests it's still not time to get back into Reliance Worldwide.
By Danielle Austin
Whose Idea Is It?
Analysts at Citi.
The subject:
A more positive long-term outlook for water flow product supplier Reliance Worldwide ((RWC)).
Since the beginning of the year Reliance Worldwide has suffered a more than -30% stock price dive, but Citi
analysts have made a case for longer-term potential in the stock once the company can find a way to
circumnavigate current headwinds.
According to Citi, Reliance' relationships with key US "big-box" retail customers, particularly Home Depot and
Lowes, offer opportunity to leverage off the growth being pursued by said customers. With customers paying
the billions in capital expenditure to grow their own footprint, and pursue the lucrative professional market,
Reliance is well-place to capitalise on the investments made by retail partners.
Analysts expect strategically leveraging the growth of customers by retail partners could allow Reliance to
deliver above-market, capital-light growth over a number of years. The opportunity for these retail customers
to capture a larger share of the professional market offers Reliance exposure to a market with a total
estimated value of US$900bn.
Strategy updates from both Home Depot and Lowes show the retailers are targeting an increased share of the
professional market by pushing into wholesale and establishing offerings beyond simply immediate need
purchases by trades.
With its strategy, Home Depot is targeting a 30% sales increase, and Citi notes combined the retailers make up
only around 20-25% of the professional sales market which offers a significant runway for further market share
gains.
While the recent share price fall could indicate a buffer for potential investors, with the stock now presenting
at a -20% discount to the ASX-200 compared to a historic 10% premium, Citi warns that many peers similarly
exposed to the housing market have shown similar movement. The broker anticipates this could mean housing
stocks are shifting to a lower relative valuation as interest rates rise.
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More info:
The broker reiterates that Reliance Worldwide does face a number of pressures that could continue to drive
downside risk to current consensus forecasts in the near-term, including the high input costs and rising interest
rates facing peers.
The company faces likely continuing rising input costs while also facing pricing pressure from its low-cost,
large-scale retail partner Home Depot which will be looking to offer cheaper stock to target the professional
market. Reliance is particularly exposed to copper pricing, which will likely see a boom in coming years given
underinvestment in the resource, but without strong pricing power with retail partners the company may
struggle to pass through elevated costs.
Outside the US, the broker noted first half sales were down -8% in the United Kingdom but offset by 23%
growth in Continental Europe, with the company attributing poor UK results to overstocking by retail partners
in previous periods.
Citi’s Sell rating for Reliance Worldwide is at odds to the other brokers in FNArena’s core coverage, of which
four are Buy-rated and two are Hold-rated. Ord Minnett, which recently upgraded to an Overweight rating from
a Neutral rating, noted value in the stock since its share price fall. The broker also liked that the company has
been able to deliver structural improvement throughout the pandemic which should leave it well placed for
either an upswing benefit or to avoid a slowdown as recovery continues.
Since listing in 2015, Reliance Worldwide shares have had a mixed fortune on the ASX. Up Until mid-2018 things
seemed hunky-dory with the shares rallying from circa $2.80 to above $6 but it has taken until the middle of
last year (2021) to get back to that price level on post-covid recovery and investor enthusiasm.
Since peaking nearby $6.50 last year, the shares have fallen in excess of -35% of which the bulk, circa -30%,
occurred over the first three months of calendar 2022. Coincidentally, FNArena's consensus price target sits
just under $6.50 so there's an argument to be made the stock had run into valuation constraints, and the rest,
as they say, is history.
That consensus price target has gradually started falling as brokers updated their views and projections. Given
the consensus target is effectively the simple average of all major brokers covering the stock, Citi's fresh
initiation has now further deflated the consensus target to $5.77; still well above where the shares are trading.
All of UBS, Credit Suisse, Ord Minnett and Morgans currently rate the shares Buy, or an equivalent of, mostly on
the same reasons as to why Citi holds a positive view longer-term. Morgan Stanley and Macquarie have a
neutral view and both are, similar as Citi, not so enthusiastic about the immediate outlook.
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
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Rudi's View: Real Market Support Is Invisible
In this week's Weekly Insights:
-Real Market Support Is Invisible
-Conviction Calls
-All-Weathers: Steadfast Group
-At The AIA Conference
-Presentations in April
-AusbizTV
By Rudi Filapek-Vandyck, Editor FNArena
Real Market Support Is Invisible
Sometimes it's what we cannot see that is most important.
Now that global equity indices have staged a strong comeback rally throughout March, a lot of head scratching
and tea leaf reading is occurring. How to explain this explosive turn in sentiment when the war in the Ukraine
is still raging, bond markets are flashing warning signals and forecasts for inflation are on the rise, still, while
forecasts for economic growth (and thus corporate profits) are declining?
Amidst all the finger pointing at technical trading, short covering, the US options market, and a continuation of
buy-the-dip strategies -that all made their contribution, no doubt- one most interesting piece of research has
been released by the global strategy team at Citi led by strategist Robert Buckland.
On the team's analysis, global equities continue to be supported by the fact that 'real' bond yields ('real'
meaning corrected for inflation) are still negative, irrespective of the rapid rise at face value in 2022, and
Citi's house view remains that real yields will likely remain in the negative throughout 2022.
What this means, explains the team at Citi, is that every time investors move into cash, they rather quickly
draw the conclusion there is no viable alternative other than equities to put that cash back to work.
Commodities can only absorb so much, and they remain highly volatile. Bonds are still selling, carry a negative
'real' return and the curve is flat as a pancake, if not negative (i.e. inverted with less yield farther out).
The past years have seen so-called alternative assets gain in popularity but as Citi rightfully points out,
alternative assets are illiquid and current pricing suggests they are expensive. Inflation protected bonds, or
TIPS in the US, still guarantee investors a negative real return.
So where does one put money to work once the cash on the sideline starts feeling impatient?
In a negative real yield environment, Citi argues investors come to realise equities are, in essence, a real
asset, just like commodities and real estate. Hence the logical reflex is to continue to buy-the-dip, because
There Is No Alternative (TINA).
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****
Historical data-analysis seems to support Citi's thesis, with the team identifying five previous periods when
real yields were negative, and all but one witnessed equities posting a positive return.
-1971-1972
-1975-1978
-1982-1983
-2011-2013

-

S&P500 price return was 11%
17% price return
38% price return
35% price return

Thus far in 2020-2022 the S&P500 price return has climbed to 40%. Note no returns from dividends were
included in those calculations.
The one exception is the period 2007-2008 when real returns sank into negative territory because of a global
recession and deeply entrenched financial crisis with the return from equities sans-dividend falling to -37%.
Given the above analysis, investors might be inclined to think buy-the-dip remains the most solid, superior
risk-adjusted strategy when it comes to equity markets, as long as no recession or financial crisis awaits on the
horizon, but the team at Citi offers an alternative angle.
Maybe buy-the-dip stops working when real bond yields move into the positive. The implication here is that
when this happens, investors will again start treating government bonds as a viable destination for parking
their cash, even if it's only for a defined time.
On Citi's in-house projections, this won't happen until next year, in 2023.
Incidentally, quant analysts at JP Morgan make the point that investors should only read bond market yield
inversion as a signal for economic recession if this inversion shows itself in the 'real' yield. This is currently not
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the case, and not anticipated to occur anytime soon either.
****
Citi might well be onto something. Maybe the lack of viable options available outside of equities is acting like a
natural protection to the downside, but share prices can still become too expensive, of course.
A recent market update by strategists at Morgan Stanley argues the March rally has pushed up indices too far.
With all the risks that are lurking on the horizon, not the least the chances of a policy-error as the Fed is
looking to accelerate its tightening over the meetings ahead, common sense would suggest equities should
price in some of that risk, but so far bullish optimism rules.
To illustrate their case, Morgan Stanley strategists revert back to the principle of the Equity Risk Premium
(ERP); simply put, this is the premium equities price-in vis a vis government bonds to take into account the
bigger risks that reside with equities.
Following the sharp March rebound, the ERP for US equities has fallen to its lowest point post-GFC, which, in
the strategists' view, doesn't make much sense "given the heightened risk to earnings growth from rising risk of
recession next year, cost pressures, payback in demand, and a war that has structurally increased the price of
food and energy--i.e., a tax on the consumer."
Strategist Mike Wilson & Co also observe how profit forecasts in the US are shifting further out, with short-term
estimates falling, and once again make the point this should be another reason as to why the ERP should be
rising, not falling. Note that a higher ERP implies equities should be cheaper than they are.
Morgan Stanley has put its modeling to work, incorporating higher inflation and bond yields and a slower trend
in corporate profits, and the outcome is that if today's US market had been following the script from the past,
indices should be close to -20% lower.
The big unknown remains, of course, how aggressive exactly will Fed tightening turn out to be? And will it end
with economic recession?
Judging from the big gap between today's indices and what the modeling suggests, Morgan Stanley suspects
investors doubt whether priced-in forecasts by bond markets are accurate. In other words: share markets are
counting on the fact the Federal Reserve won't go as fast and as hard as currently suggested by bonds, and
thus the chances of a recession are a lot lower too.
The obvious observation to make here is that economists are still lifting their expectations for the pace of Fed
tightening this year, with the likes of Citi now forecasting 50bp hikes three, possibly four times in succession.
Others are suggesting the Fed might might well hike by 75bp at its next meeting.
Needless to say, such moves are not yet priced-in, so there still is room for further negative surprises from the
US central bank. The obvious question to ask is how the US economy will cope under accelerated tightening
when inflation from food and energy already acts as an extra tax on most companies and households?
Which is exactly why Mike Wilson & Co are scratching their heads. Sure, we don't know the answers as yet, but
should we not price-in some of the uncertainty until we do?
Damien Boey, chief investment strategist at Barrenjoey would concur with the above in that he too thinks
most assets have not yet appropriately priced in the coming Fed funds rate trajectory, except, maybe, the US
bond market. But Boey is drawing a correlation with a strengthening US dollar in response which should have
negative consequences for Emerging Markets, as well as for commodities.
Meanwhile, have no doubt, the gap between those experts who foresee a much more malignant inflation cycle
and those who believe the Fed will soon find out it cannot embark on an accelerated tightening cycle without
pushing the US economy into recession remains as wide as ever.
****
On Citi's data, revisions to global corporate earnings forecasts are trending deeply into negative territory this
year. This should not be a surprise. We all know that higher prices for everything, from agricultural produce to
energy, to timber, steel, transport and labour, ultimately translates into margin pressure for corporate
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consumers and into less spending capabilities for households.
No surprise, Europe and Emerging Markets are the most obvious victims, as are consumer-oriented sectors.
In Australia, however, forecasts are rising and this too should not surprise given the heavy index weight of the
Materials sector. Iron ore is the biggest index component locally with BHP Group ((BHP)) now representing
11%-plus of the ASX200, but recent sector updates have equally lifted forecasts for producers of lithium,
aluminium, oil and natural gas, copper, nickel and other base materials.
If anyone were still in doubt, commodities have found their sweet spot in 2022 and as long as supply remains
restrained, there seems little on the horizon to end the party - for now. The added observation is that were
commodity prices to at least hold onto current pricing levels, the potential for further upside in profits and
cash flows for the sector remains significant.
A reminder: what is a great environment for producers, is not so great for consumers. Earnings forecasts might
be rising in Australia in aggregate, but this masks the fact that estimates are falling for the likes of United Malt
Group ((UMG)), Lendlease ((LLC)), Boral ((BLD)), Seven Group Holdings ((SVW)), and others.
Unsurprisingly, a recent share market strategy update by Macquarie suggested investors should "position as if
it’s a commodity boom".
Underneath the surface, however, the market is polarising yet again. Citi analysts observe how commodity
stocks have continued their rally in the US, but the more traditional cyclicals have failed to keep pace, unlike
the pattern witnessed last year. when both appeared connected at the hip.
Citi analysts believe the answer lays within the price of oil. When the price is below US$70/bbl, any sign of
inflation is seen as positive, but once the price surges above US$70/bbl and beyond, the market sees 'bad
inflation' and the equities rally narrows to producers of commodities only.
On the ASX, an argument can be made investors are expressing their concerns and doubts through specific
sectors and individual stocks. Shares in Wesfarmers ((WES)), for example, are trading well off from the peak of
$66 from August last year, as well as well-below the $60 in early January.
Is this the doubt about consumer spending and/or further strength in the local housing market that is showing
up?
One look at the share prices of Adairs ((ADH)), Temple & Webster ((TPW)) and Nick Scali ((NCK)) suggests the
answer is affirmative.
In the US, the housing market seems to be rolling over. Now look at the share prices of Reece ((REH)), James
Hardie ((JHX)), and Reliance Worldwide ((RWC)). Irrespective of these specific ASX exposures, investors might
want to put the US housing market on their radar generally since analysts at Barrenjoey pointed out US
housing demand is the single-best leading indicator of business sentiment.
Arguably, the market has selectively picked and chosen which risks should be priced in, and which ones not so
much (at least not at this stage).
In a share market that is as polarised as it has been over the past seven years or so, maybe the real questions
revolve around what segments are due for the next fall, and where is value starting to appear?
Within this context I did note JP Morgan analysts highlighting REITs are more sensitive to movements in 'real'
bond yields, which probably explains why other brokers have been receiving questions from their clients about
why REIT share prices on the ASX are holding up better-than-expected?
Conviction Calls
One of the investment thematics that is likely to remain in fashion this year is the re-opening trade.
It's been a story of false starts and continuous delays since 2020, but brokers and analysts remain hell-bent on
exploring the theme and a recent report on travel agents by Jarden provides yet more fuel for investor
enthusiasm.
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Jarden's most preferred exposure is Corporate Travel Management ((CTD)) with coverage initiated on
Outperform and a price target of $26.18. Flight Centre ((FLT)) didn't receive more than a Neutral rating and a
$22.90 price target.
Webjet ((WEB)), on the other hand, has been initiated on Neutral with a $5.63 price target while Hello Travel
((HLO)) equally starts off on Neutral, with a price target of $2.46.
Peers at Citi have chosen Siteminder ((SDR)) and Serko ((SKO)) as two new additions for coverage. Siteminder
only received a maiden Neutral rating (target $5) but Serko starts off with a Buy/High Risk rating alongside a
price target of $5.75.
Both UBS and Ord Minnett have been flashing Buy ratings for Siteminder for a while, but the share price, thus
far, has refused to pay attention.
****
Post heavy sell-offs recently, analysts at Wilsons have selected their favoured ideas among ASX-listed small
caps. Ideas that have since been communicated to clientele:
-Pinnacle Investment Group ((PNI))
-HealthCo Healthcare and Wellness REIT ((HCW))
-Judo Capital ((JDO))
-Silk Laser Australia ((SLA))
-Telix Pharmaceuticals ((TLX))
As well as the following from its Conviction List:
-Collins Foods ((CKF))
-Ridley Corp ((RIC))
-ReadyTech Holdings ((RDY))
-City Chic Collective ((CCX))
While the following ideas have been hand-picked by the investment strategy group:
-Accent Group ((AX1))
-Super Retail Group ((SUL))
-Temple & Webster ((TPW))
-Integral Diagnostics ((IDX))
-Netwealth Group ((NWL))
-Home Consortium ((HMC))
-Domain Holdings Australia ((DHG))
****
A recent strategy update saw Macquarie's Model Portfolio adding exposure to resources and reducing exposure
to international earners on the ASX. Little doubt the currency has something to do with this, though the
analysts also cite concern for further valuation compression.
Added exposures include South32 ((S32)), Northern Star ((NST)), Newcrest Mining ((NCM)), Pilbara Minerals
((PLS)) and BHP Group ((BHP)), while Mineral Resources ((MIN)) has been sold.
Removed exposures include QBE Insurance ((QBE)), Amcor ((AMC)), Cochlear ((COH)), Janus Henderson ((JHG))
-this will hurt following the public offer by Perpetual ((PPT)) on Monday- and ResMed ((RMD)).
Reduced exposures include Aristocrat Leisure ((ALL)), Computershare ((CPU)), James Hardie ((JHX)), and
Ramsay Health Care ((RHC)).
Macquarie did feel the need to strengthen its defense through GPT ((GPT)) and Goodman Group ((GMG)), as
well as CSL ((CSL)) and Steadfast Group ((SDF)).
****
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A recent Goldman Sachs report on the 'Race for the New Digital Consumer' has offered the broker an
opportunity to reiterate its preference for Endeavour Group ((EDV)) and Woolworths ((WOW)) among
consumer-related companies on the ASX, alongside Harvey Norman ((HVN)).
Goldman Sachs currently has Sell ratings for Wesfarmers ((WES)) and JB Hi-Fi ((JBH)).
****
Barrenjoey has adopted the view food inflation will stick around for longer in Australia and this will be to the
benefit of supermarket operators.
Barrenjoey's sector preference lays with Metcash ((MTS)), followed by Woolworths, then Coles ((COL)).
****
Software enthusiasts at Shaw and Partners have chosen Whispir ((WSP)), Gentrack Group ((GTK)), Keypath
Education International ((KED)), Elmo Software ((ELO)), and ReadyTech Holdings as their most favoured picks in
the sector locally.
****
Stockbroker Morgans has added three stocks to its extensive list of Best Ideas for the ASX; Super Retail Group,
Panoramic Resources ((PAN)), and Bank of Queensland ((BOQ)).
All-Weathers: Steadfast Group
Drawing parallels from international research, insurance brokers should be ideally placed to perform as
All-Weather Stocks given insurance companies carry all the risk, but insurance policies are bought regardless of
economic conditions.
As such, the sector locally has been on my radar for quite a while now, in particular Steadfast Group ((SDF)),
which is the premium-rated market leader domestically.
When looking at the financial metrics of the years past, nothing spectacular stands-out and many a financial
metric looks quite modest. But maybe the secret ingredient lays with the abundance in cash generation and
thus shareholders dividends are constantly on the increase.
With a market capitalisation of no more than $4.5bn (approx) Steadfast Group remains a relative minnow, and
this brings with it the risks usually attached to investing in small cap stocks. But Steadfast is multiple times
larger than its two listed peers on the ASX, and one look at the share price graph since 2013 shows a gradually
up-trending pattern, typical for All-Weather Performers that seldom shoot out the lights.
Starting this week, Steadfast Group is now part of my selection of Potential All-Weather Performers, see
dedicated section on the website (paying subscribers only).
Adding to the attraction is the fact insurance brokers should, all else remaining equal, be beneficiaries of
higher interest rates as they generate income on corporate cash as well as on cash held in trust.
At The AIA Conference
It had been a story of delay after delay since covid-19 entered Australia in 2020, but last week the Australian
Investors Association (AIA) finally ran its annual conference on the Gold Coast.
This used to be the largest gathering of investors in the country and last week the scars from covid were
omnipresent. Your editor was one of more than 40 presenters and live panel participants, but alas, no
recordings are publicly available post event.
The slides used for my presentation, in Powerpoint, have been uploaded on the website and can be accessed
via Special Reports (scroll down).
Direct link: https://www.fnarena.com/index.php/analysis-data/special-reports/
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Presentations in April
For the first time in a long while I will be presenting live on stage for members and guests of the Australian
Shareholders Association (ASA) in Sydney on the morning of Thursday, April 21st.
Later this month, on April 27th, I will be presenting online via Zoom to the members of U3A in Toowoomba.
AusbizTV
On current scheduling I will be making my next appearance on AusbizTV, The Call, midday-1pm on Tuesday,
26th April.
(This story was written on Monday 4th April, 2022. It was published on the day in the form of an email to
paying subscribers, and again on Thursday as a story on the website).
(Do note that, in line with all my analyses, appearances and presentations, all of the above names and
calculations are provided for educational purposes only. Investors should always consult with their
licensed investment advisor first, before making any decisions. All views are mine and not by association
FNArena's – see disclaimer on the website.
In addition, since FNArena runs a Model Portfolio based upon my research on All-Weather Performers it is
more than likely that stocks mentioned are included in this Model Portfolio. For all questions about this:
info@fnarena.com or via the direct messaging system on the website).
****
BONUS PUBLICATIONS FOR FNARENA SUBSCRIBERS
Paid subscribers to FNArena (6 and 12 mnths) receive several bonus publications, at no extra cost, including:
– The AUD and the Australian Share Market (which stocks benefit from a weaker AUD, and which ones don't?)
– Make Risk Your Friend. Finding All-Weather Performers, January 2013 (The rationale behind investing in
stocks that perform irrespective of the overall investment climate)
– Make Risk Your Friend. Finding All-Weather Performers, December 2014 (The follow-up that accounts for an
ever changing world and updated stock selection)
– Change. Investing in a Low Growth World. eBook that sells through Amazon and other channels. Tackles the
main issues impacting on investment strategies today and the world of tomorrow.
– Who's Afraid Of The Big Bad Bear? eBook and Book (print) available through Amazon and other channels. Your
chance to relive 2016, and become a wiser investor along the way.
Subscriptions cost $450 (incl GST) for twelve months or $250 for six and can be purchased here (depending on
your status, a subscription to FNArena might be tax deductible):
https://www.fnarena.com/index.php/sign-up/
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF USE, AND DISCLAIMERS
These Terms and Conditions of Use, and Disclaimers constitutes your agreement with FNArena Ltd
with respect to your use of its FNArena website, its weekday news periodical, Australian Broker Call,
as well as any other publications (including articles) FNArena may publish on its website, or
anywhere else, from time to time.
Please read the contents of this page carefully as it contains important legal information and
disclaimers. By entering and perusing the website, reading the Australian Broker Call, or, if you are
subscriber, by entering the password protected part of the website, you acknowledge that you have
read, understood and accept this agreement.
By accepting this agreement you acknowledge, understand and accept the following:
1. Reference to “FN Arena” and “FNArena” means reference to FNArena Ltd, its journalists,
directors, other employees, affiliates, agents, associates and subsidiaries.
2. FNArena Ltd is the owner of the FN Arena website and brand name.
3. Reference to “we” or “us” is reference to FNArena.
4. Reference to “this website” or the “FNArena website” means reference to www.fnarena.com, and
includes reference to FNArena’s weekday news periodical, Australian Broker Call, as well as any
other publications (including articles) FNArena may publish on this website, or anywhere else, from
time to time.
5. Reference to “news periodicals” means reference to FNArena’s weekday periodical, Australian
Broker Call, as well as any other periodicals FNArena may publish from time to time on this website,
or anywhere else, from time to time.
6. Reference to “publications” in this agreement means any material, including articles, published or
put in print on the FNArena website, or anywhere else, whatsoever, and includes FNArena’s
weekday periodical, Australian Broker Call, and any other periodicals FNArena may publish from
time to time.
7. Reference to a “visitor” means, you, a visitor to this website, and includes a subscriber to
Australian Broker Call as well as any other publications or periodicals FNArena may, from time to
time, publish through its website.
8. FNArena is a media company which employs financial journalists to report financial news.
FNArena’s journalists perform the required research and collect the information that is, ultimately,
each day, published on this website and in FNArena’s news periodicals. As is obvious, the process by
which the information is collected and delivered to you is a purely journalistic one and, therefore,
the comments, opinions and recommendations FNArena reports on this website are not the
opinions of FNArena or any of its journalist or other employees. FNArena is ONLY and specifically a

matter‐of‐fact reporter of industry signals suggesting price direction probability of some shares.
FNArena simply delivers the information – it does not create it.
9. Although FNArena obtains the information published herein from sources deemed to be reliable,
and given and received in good faith, it cannot and does not guarantee its accuracy. FNArena does
not take any responsibility either for the financial soundness or for the correctness of statement
made or opinion expressed in the data or content reported by FNArena, and cannot and does not
guarantee the reliability and accuracy of the opinions of the brokers whose opinions,
recommendations and forecasts it reports.
10. FNArena publishes this website, all publications and its periodicals strictly for convenient
personal, non‐commercial, educational and informational purposes of its subscribers only. Our goal
is to provide the subscribers with a convenient starting point of potentially useful, but not
comprehensive, content that can educate or otherwise enhance a visitor’s knowledge base and
frame of reference.
11. FNArena is NOT a stock broker or financial or trading advisor, nor is it an advisory service of any
kind, and no advice or recommendations on investments or trading are made nor implied on this
website. Nothing contained in this website is intended to be, nor shall it be construed as, advice or
recommendation. Any investment or other decisions made by you must be based solely on your own
evaluation of the targeted subject for investment, and your financial circumstances and investment
objectives, and FNArena will not be held liable for any such investments and decisions.
12. It is distinctly understood and accepted that the shares referred to in the FNArena website,
FNArena’s publications and/or periodicals have not been recommended by FNArena. The content
and or any comments found of this website, including the content and/or comments published in
any publication and/or periodicals published by FNArena, do not constitute a recommendation or
endorsement by FNArena with respect to any company, security, share or investment or any
financial or investment product.
13. This website makes no representations, and, to the extent allowed by the law, specifically
disclaims all warranties, express, implied or statutory, regarding the accuracy, timeliness,
completeness, merchantability or fitness for any particular purpose of any material contained in the
website.
14. Before making an investment decision, you must do your own research and rely on your own
examination of the share, and the risk involved, and not on what you read on the FNArena website,
or in any publication or periodical. The content of this website is provided strictly for convenient
personal, non‐commercial educational and informational purposes only and FNArena shall not be
held liable for any investment decisions, sales or purchase decisions, which you may have made
based on what you have read on this website or in the periodicals published by FNArena from time
to time, or in any other publications FNArena may publish on its website, or anywhere else, from
time to time. Anyone who makes investment decisions based on what they read on this website
does so at their own risk, and agrees that they cannot hold FNArena responsible and/or liable for
any loss whatsoever.

15. It is your responsibility to evaluate the completeness, accuracy and usefulness of any content
made available on this website. If you are unsure, or in doubt about the meaning of any information,
you should consult your financial advisor.
16. FNArena does not guarantee any returns on investments made in any share mentioned on this
website by the visitors. As any investor well knows, any investment opportunity, strategy or concept
involves a degree of risk and investors should not invest any funds unless they can afford to take the
risk of losing their investment. FNArena strongly suggests that you consult your own financial
advisors regarding the soundness of any intended investments, strategies or concepts, and discuss
with such advisor your individual investment needs and goals. You may also wish to consult the
broker who expressed the opinion we have reported on in the news periodicals we publish.
17. FNArena shall not be held liable to any visitor of the FN Arena website, or any reader of its
periodicals and/or publications, or anyone else who may have relied on this website, directly or
indirectly, for any inaccuracies in the printed material found on the FN Arena website, in the
periodicals and/or other publications, any typing errors, omissions, interruptions, timeliness,
completeness, deletions, defects, failure of performance, computer virus, communication line
failures, alterations of, or use of any content herein, regardless of cause, for any loss or damage
resulting therefrom.
18. Under no circumstances, including, but not limited to negligence, shall FNArena be liable for any
direct, indirect, incidental, special or consequential damages that result from the use of, or the
inability to use, the FNArena website, and any or the FNArena’s publications and/or periodicals.
19. As a condition of use of the FNArena Website, FNArena’s publications and periodicals, you agree
to indemnify FNArena and all those affiliated with it from and against any and all liabilities, expenses
(including legal costs) and damages arising out of claims resulting from your use of the FNArena
website, FNArena’s publications and periodicals. If you are uncertain about this agreement or the
contents of the FNArena’s website, or are dissatisfied in any shape or from, with the content of the
FNArena website, or any of the publications or periodicals, or you do not agree with these terms and
conditions, your sole and exclusive remedy is to discontinue using the FNArena website, FNArena’s
publications and periodicals.
20. FNArena may, from time to time, publish advice, opinions and statements of various third
parties, other than the ten stock brokers, and various other information and content providers.
FNArena does not represent or endorse the accuracy or reliability of any advice, opinion, statement
or other information provided by these third parties. Reliance upon any such opinion, advice,
statement, or other information is at your own risk.
21. The FNArena website may contain links and pointers to websites maintained by third parties.
FNArena does not operate or control in any respect any information, products or services on such
third‐party websites. Third party links are included solely for the convenience of visitors, and do not
constitute any endorsement by FNArena of any products or services provided by the third party link
owners or operators. FNArena has no control over any websites that we might link to and does not

take responsibility for their quality, content or suitability.
22. FNArena is not responsible for claims made by advertisers on the FN Arena website or in any of
its periodicals. Such advertisements are included solely for the convenience of visitors, and do not
constitute any endorsement by FNArena of any products or services advertised. FNArena does not
check the accuracy of the statements made by the advertisers. You assume sole responsibility for
the access and use of third party links and pointers from the FN Arena website, as well as any
purchases you may make from those third parties (including advertisers).
23. All the content, information and material made available on this website are provided to you “as
is” and without warranty of any kind from FNArena whether express or implied, including, but not
limited to, implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose, title, non‐
infringement, security or accuracy, nor does FNArena endorse or take any responsibility for the
accuracy or reliability of any opinion, advise or statement made through the FN Arena website, its
periodicals, or for making good all or part of any loss and/or damage that may have been caused by
the visitor’s reliance on any information, advise, product or service obtained from a linked website.
24. FNArena is not liable for any copyright infringements incurred by any outside content or
information contributors, or by third parties who have links to this website, or advertise on this
website.
25. FNArena reserves the right to make any and all changes to the FN Arena website, including the
publications and periodicals, at its sole discretion without notice to you. FNArena reserves the right
to deny access to this website or its information to anyone at any time.
26. This agreement shall be deemed to include all other notices, policies, disclaimers, and other
terms contained in the FNArena website, provided, however, that in the event of a conflict between
such other terms and the terms of this agreement, the terms of this agreement shall prevail.
27. FNArena shall have the right, at its discretion, to change, modify, add or remove terms of this
agreement at any time. Changes shall be effective immediately. Notification of any such changes
shall be made herein, therefore, you are strongly advised to read these terms each time you wish to
access the FN Arena website or any periodical.
28. No permission is granted to copy, distribute, modify, post or frame any text, graphics, video,
audio, software code, or viewer interface design or logos. The entire FNArena website, including the
publications and periodicals, is subject to copyright with all rights
reserved. The information contained in the website, including the publications and periodicals, shall
not be published, rewritten for broadcast or publication or redistributed in any medium, or for any
other reason whatsoever, without prior written permission from FNArena.
29. All original content is the copyrighted property of FNArena.
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